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ON CONNECTEDNESS OF POWER GRAPHS
OF FINITE GROUPS
RAMESH PRASAD PANDA AND K. V. KRISHNA
Abstract. The power graph of a group G is the graph whose vertex set
is G and two distinct vertices are adjacent if one is a power of the other.
This paper investigates the minimal separating sets of power graphs of finite
groups. For power graphs of finite cyclic groups, certain minimal separating
sets are obtained. Consequently, a sharp upper bound for their connectivity
is supplied. Further, the components of proper power graphs of p-groups are
studied. In particular, the number of components of that of abelian p-groups
are determined.
Introduction
Study of graphs associated to algebraic structures has a long history. There are
various graphs constructed from groups and semigroups, e.g., Cayley graphs [7, 3],
intersection graphs [1, 22], and commuting graphs [2].
Kelarev and Quinn [18, 19] introduced the notion of directed power graph of a
semigroup S as the directed graph
ÝÑ
G pSq with vertex set S and there is an arc
from a vertex u to another vertex v if v “ uα for some natural number α P N.
Followed by this, Chakrabarty et al. [8] defined (undirected) power graph GpSq of
a semigroup S as the (undirected) graph with vertex set S and distinct vertices u
and v are adjacent if v “ uα for some α P N or u “ vβ for some β P N.
Several authors studied power graphs and proved many interesting results. Some
of them even exhibited the properties of groups from the viewpoint of power graphs.
Chakrabarty [8] et al. proved that the power graph of a finite group is always
connected. They also showed that the power graph of a finite group G is complete if
and only if G is a cyclic group of order 1 or pk, for some prime p and k P N. Cameron
and Ghosh observed isomorphism properties of groups based on power graphs. In
[6], they showed that two finite abelian groups with isomorphic power graphs are
isomorphic. Further, if two finite groups have isomorphic directed power graphs,
then they have same numbers of elements of each order. Cameron [5] proved that if
two finite groups have isomorphic power graphs, then their directed power graphs
are also isomorphic. It was shown by Curtin and Pourgholi that among all finite
groups of a given order, the cyclic group of that order has the maximum number
of edges and has the largest clique in its power graph [11, 12]. It was observed
in [13] and [15] that the power graph of a group is perfect. Perfect graphs are
those with the same chromatic number and clique number for each of their induced
subgraphs. Shitov [21] showed that for any group G, the chromatic number of
GpGq is at most countable. A proper power graph, denoted by G˚pGq, is obtained
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by removing the identity element from the power graph GpGq of a given group G.
In [20], Moghaddamfar et al. obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for a
proper power graph to be a strongly regular graph, a bipartite graph or a planar
graph.
Connectedness of power graphs of various groups were also considered in the
literature. Doostabadi et. al. [14] focused on proper power graphs. They obtained
the number of connected components of proper power graphs of nilpotent groups,
groups with a nontrivial partition, symmetric groups and alternating groups. They
also showed that the proper power graph of a nilpotent group, symmetric group, or
an alternating group has diameter at most 4, 26, or 22, respectively. Chattopadhyay
and Panigrahi explored on the connectivity κpGpGqq for a cyclic group G of order
n. In [9], they showed that κpGpGqq “ n ´ 1 when n is a prime power; otherwise,
κpGpGqq is bounded below by φpnq` 1, where φ is the Euler’s function. Further, in
[10], Chattopadhyay and Panigrahi supplied upper bounds for the following cases.
If n “ pαqβ, where p and q are distinct primes and α, β P N, then κpGpGqq is
bounded above by φpnq ` pα´1qβ´1. If n “ pqr, where p, q and r are distinct
primes with p ă q ă r, then κpGpGqq is bounded above by φpnq ` p` q ´ 1.
This paper investigates connectedness of power graphs. In Section 2, we char-
acterize the minimal separating sets of power graphs of finite groups in terms of
certain equivalence classes. Further, we obtain different minimal separating sets of
power graphs of finite cyclic groups; using which we provide two upper bounds for
their connectivity. While one of them is a sharp upper bound, we shall characterize
the parameters where the second upper bound is an improvement over the first one.
We also give actual values for the connectivity of power graphs of cyclic groups of
order n, when n has two prime factors or n is a product of three primes; this im-
proves above-cited results from [10]. Followed by this, in Section 3, we study some
properties of components of proper power graphs of p-groups, and find the number
of components of proper power graph of an abelian p-group.
We now present some basic definitions, mainly from graph theory, and fix the
notation in Section 1. We will also include the results from literature which are
required in the paper.
1. Preliminaries and related works
The set of vertices and the set of edges of a graph Γ are always denoted by V pΓq
and EpΓq, respectively. A graph with no loops or parallel edges is called a simple
graph. The graph with no vertices (and hence no edges) is called the null graph.
On the other hand, a graph with at least one vertex is called a non-null graph. A
graph with one vertex and no edges is called a trivial graph. If Γ1 and Γ2 are two
graphs such that V pΓ1q Ď V pΓ2q and EpΓ1q Ď EpΓ2q, then we say Γ1 is a subgraph
of Γ2. A path in a graph is sequence of distinct vertices such that two vertices are
adjacent if they are consecutive in the sequence. If P is a path with the sequence
v0, v1, . . . , vn of vertices, then P is called a v0, vn-path and it is of length n. If Γ
is a finite graph with vertices u and v, then the distance from u to v, denoted by
dΓpu, vq or simply dpu, vq, is the least length of a u, v-path. If there is no u, v-path in
Γ, we take dpu, vq “ 8. The diameter of Γ, denoted by diampΓq, is max
u,vPV pΓq
dpu, vq.
A graph is said to be connected if there is a path between every pair of vertices;
otherwise, we say it is disconnected. A component of a graph Γ is a maximal
connected subgraph of Γ.
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If U Ď V pΓq, then the subgraph obtained by deleting U from the graph Γ will be
denoted by Γ´U . For singleton sets, Γ´tuu is simply written as Γ´u. A separating
set of Γ is a set of vertices whose removal increases the number of components of
Γ. A separating set is minimal if none of its non-empty proper subsets disconnects
Γ. A separating set of Γ with least cardinality is called a minimum separating set
of Γ.
The vertex connectivity (or simply connectivity) of a graph Γ, denoted by κpΓq, is
the minimum number of vertices whose removal results in a disconnected or trivial
graph. So, the connectivity of disconnected graphs or the trivial graph are always
0.
For a positive integer n, the number of positive integers that do not exceed n and
are relatively prime to n is denoted by φpnq. The function φ is known as Euler’s
phi function. If an integer n ą 1 has the prime factorization pα1
1
pα2
2
. . . pαrr , then
φpnq “
rź
i“1
ppαii ´ p
αi´1
i q “ n
rź
i“1
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
(cf. [4, Theorem 7.3]).
We now recall some results on power graphs of finite groups and their connec-
tivity.
Theorem 1.1 ([8]). Let G be a finite group.
(i) The power graph GpGq is always connected.
(ii) The power graph GpGq is complete if and only if G is a cyclic group of order
1 or pm, for some prime number p and for some m P N.
Theorem 1.2 ([10]). Let G be a finite cyclic group of order n. If n “ pα1
1
pα2
2
for
some primes p1, p2, and α1, α2 P N, then κpGpGqq ď φpnq ` p
α1´1
1
pα2´1
2
.
Theorem 1.3 ([10]). Let G be a finite cyclic group of order n. If n “ p1p2p3 for
some primes p1 ă p2 ă p3, then κpGpGqq ď φpnq ` p1 ` p2 ´ 1.
If two finite groups are isomorphic, their corresponding power graphs are iso-
morphic and hence share the same properties. Since a cyclic group of order n is iso-
morphic to the additive group of integers modulo n, written Zn “ t0, 1, . . . , n´ 1u,
we prove the results for Zn in this paper.
2. Minimal separating sets of GpZnq
In this section, we study minimal separating sets of power graphs of finite cyclic
groups and utilize them to explore their connectivity.
Let G be a group with identity element e. For any A Ď G, we write A˚ “ A´teu.
If H is a subgroup of G, then GpHq is an induced subgraph of GpGq [8]. More
generally, for A Ď G, we denote the subgraph of GpGq induced by A as GGpAq.
Also, if the underlying group G is clear from the context, we simply write GpAq
instead of GGpAq. For x P G, the cyclic subgroup generated by x in G is denoted
by xxy.
Remark 2.1. Let G be a finite group with identity element e and Γ a connected
subgraph of GpGq with e P V pΓq. Since e is adjacent to all other vertices in Γ, we
have κpΓ´ eq “ κpΓq ´ 1.
For n P N, let SpZnq consist of the identity element and generators of Zn,
i.e., SpZnq “ ta P Zn : 1 ď a ă n, gcdpa, nq “ 1u Y t0u. We further write rZn “
Zn ´ SpZnq and rGpZnq “ GpZnq ´ SpZnq so that V prGpZnqq “ rZn.
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Remark 2.2. For n P N, each element of SpZnq is adjacent to every other element
of GpZnq.
From Remark 2.2, every (minimal) separating set of GpZnq can be written as
union of SpZnq and a (minimal) separating set of rGpZnq. Thus, in what follows, we
focus on separating sets of the latter.
Lemma 2.3. If n ą 1 is not a prime number, then the following statements hold:
(i) If n is not a prime power, then every separating set of GpZnq contains SpZnq.
(ii) κpGpZnqq “ φpnq ` 1` κprGpZnqq.
(iii) If p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are the prime factors of n, then rZn “ rď
i“1
xpiy
˚.
Proof. When n is not a prime power, GpZnq is not complete (cf. Theorem 1.1).
So (i) follows from Remark 2.2. Since n is not a prime number, rGpZnq is a non-
null graph. So (ii) follows from Remark 2.2 and the fact that |SpZnq| “ φpnq ` 1.
Moreover, if a P rZn, then a is divided by at least one prime factor of n. Hence (iii)
follows. 
If n is a product of two primes, then κpGpZnqq “ φpnq ` 1 (see [9, Theorem 3]).
We now show that the converse holds as well.
Proposition 2.4. For n P N, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) n is a product of two distinct primes.
(ii) SpZnq is a separating set of GpZnq.
(iii) κpGpZnqq “ φpnq ` 1.
Proof. As stated above, by [9, Theorem 3], (i) implies (iii). Let (iii) holds. Since
|SpZnq| “ φpnq ` 1, (ii) follows from Lemma 2.3(i).
Now we prove that (ii) implies (i). Suppose SpZnq is a separating set of GpZnq.
Then GpZnq is not a complete graph and hence by Theorem 1.1(ii), n has at least
two distinct prime factors. Since rGpZnq is disconnected, let a, b P V prGpZnqq such
that there no path from a to b in rGpZnq. In view of Lemma 2.3(iii), every element
of V prGpZnqq is in xpy˚ for some prime factor p of n. Let a, b P xpy for some prime
factor p of n. Then as a, p, b is an a, b-path, which is not possible. Hence, a P xpy
and b P xqy for some distinct prime factors p and q of n. If possible let pq ă n,
that implies pq P V prGpZnqq. Consequently, a and b are connected by the path
a, p, pq, q, b; which is a contradiction. Hence n “ pq. 
Let G be a group. Define a relation « on G by x « y if xxy “ xyy. Observe that
« is an equivalence relation on G. We denote the equivalence class of an element
x P G under « by rxs and for any A Ď G, rAs “ trxs : x P Au. If C is an equivalence
class under «, we say that C is a «-class. If x, y P G are not related by «, we write
x ff y.
Remark 2.5. Given a group G and x P G, rxs is a clique in the power graph GpGq.
Lemma 2.6. For n P N, we have the following with respect to «-classes of Zn.
(i) For each a P Z˚n, there exists a positive divisor d of n such that a « d.
(ii) For a P Z˚n, |ras| “ φ
ˆ
n
gcdpn, aq
˙
.
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(iii) If a|n, b|n and a ‰ b, then a ff b.
Proof. (i) Consider d “ gcdpa, nq. Then xay “
@
d
D
so that a « d.
(ii) Note that opaq “
n
gcdpn, aq
. Moreover, for c ‰ a, xcy “ xay if and only if
c “ αa for some 1 ă α ă opaq and gcdpα, opaqq “ 1. Hence, (ii) follows.
(iii) Suppose xay “ xby. Then opaq “ opbq. That is,
n
gcdpn, aq
“
n
gcdpn, bq
. That
implies a “ b; a contradiction. Hence, a ff b.

Since each divisor of n P N forms a distinct «-class of Zn, we have the following
corollary of Lemma 2.6.
Corollary 2.7. For n P N, rZns “
 “
c
‰
: c|n, 1 ď c ă n
(
Y t0u. In fact, |rZns| is
the number of divisors of n.
Lemma 2.8. Let G be a group, x, y P G and x ff y. Then in GpGq, x is adjacent
to every element of rys if and only if x is adjacent to y.
Proof. Let x be adjacent to y. So there exists α P N such that y “ xα or x “ yα.
Suppose y “ xα. Let z P rys. Then there exists β P N such that z “ yβ . Then
z “ xαβ , so that x is adjacent to z. If x “ yα, we can similarly show that x is
adjacent elements of rys. Converse is obvious. 
Corollary 2.9. If C1 and C2 are two «-classes of a group G, then either each
element of C1 is adjacent to every element C2 or no element of C1 is adjacent to
any element C2.
Theorem 2.10. Let G be a group and T be a minimal separating set of GpGq.
Then for any x P G, either rxs Ď T or rxs X T “ H. Hence, T is a union of some
«-classes.
Proof. Let x P G and rxs Ę T . We show that rxs X T “ H. If possible, let there
exists z P rxs X T . As rxs Ę T , there exists y P pG´ T q X rxs.
Since GpGq´T is disconnected, there exists a, b P GpGq´T such that there is no
a, b-path in GpGq ´ T . But, since T is a minimal separating set, GpGq ´ pT ´ tzuq
is connected. Therefore there exists an a, b-path P in GpGq ´ pT ´ tzuq. Note that
z P V pP q; otherwise, as P is a subgraph of GpGq ´ pT ´ tzuq, P is also a subgraph
of GpGq ´ T which is not the case. To conclude the result we shall now construct
an a, b-path in GpGq ´ T .
Let z1 and z2 be the vertices adjacent to z in P , i.e., P “ a, . . . , z1, z, z2, . . . , b.
Let P1 be the a, z1-path in P and P2 be the z2, b-path in P . Since y, z P rxs, by
Lemma 2.8, y is adjacent to z1, z2. Clearly, the path traversing through P1, y and
P2 is an a, b-path in GpGq´T . This gives us a contradiction as there is no a, b-path
in GpGq ´ T . Hence rxs X T “ H. 
Theorem 2.11. Suppose n P N is not a product of two primes and has prime
factors p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr with r ě 2. Then, for any 1 ď k ď r,
rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky
˚ is a
minimal separating set of rGpZnq.
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Proof. Write Γ “ rGpZnq. Then by Proposition 2.4, Γ is connected and by Lemma 2.3(iii),
V pΓq “
rď
i“1
xpiy
˚.
Let T “
rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky
˚. For i “ 1, 2, . . . , r, let Ti “ xpiy
˚´T and T 1 “
rď
i“1
i‰k
Ti. Then
V pΓ´T q “
rď
i“1
Ti “ TkYT
1. We prove that Γ´T is disconnected by showing that
no element of Tk is adjacent to any element of T
1.
If possible, let there exist x P Tk and y P T
1 such that they are adjacent. So
y P Tl for some 1 ď l ď r, l ‰ k. Then there exist non-zero integers a and b such
that x “ apk and y “ bpl. Since x is adjacent to y, one of them is a multiple
of the other. Let apk “ cbpl for some non-zero integer c. Then apk “ cbpl ` c
1n
for some non-zero integer c1. This implies that pl|apk. Since pl ­ | pk, we have
pl|a. Consequently apk P xpkply Ď T . This is a contradiction, as Tk X T “ H.
Similarly, if bpl is a multiple of apk, then also we get a contradiction. Hence Γ´ T
is disconnected. Consequently, T is a separating set of Γ.
We now show the minimality of T . First of all, GZnpTkq is connected because all
of its vertices are adjacent to pk. Also note that GZnpT
1q is connected. For instance,
let u, v P T 1. Then u P Ti, v P Tj for some 1 ď i, j ď r. If i “ j, then u and v are
connected by the path u, pi, v, and if i ‰ j, then u and v are connected by the path
u, pi, pipj , pj, v.
Now let z P T . So z “ dpkpl for some non-zero integer d and 1 ď l ď r, l ‰ k.
Since both pk P Tk and pl P T
1 are adjacent to z, Γ ´ pT ´ tzuq is connected.
Consequently, T is a minimal separating set of rGpZnq. 
Lemma 2.12. Suppose n is not a product of two primes and n “ pα1
1
pα2
2
. . . pαrr ,
where r ě 2, p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are primes and αi P N for all 1 ď i ď r. Then for
any 1 ď k ď r, ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ “ n
pk
´ pαk´1k φ
ˆ
n
pαkk
˙
and for 1 ď j ă k ď r,
(1)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rď
i“1
i‰j
xpipjy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
Proof. Observe that
rď
i“1
i‰i
xpipky consists of those elements of xpky which are divisible
by some pi, 1 ď i ď r, i ‰ k. Therefore we get
rď
i“1
i‰i
xpipky by deleting those elements
from xpky which are relatively prime to pi, 1 ď i ď r, i ‰ k. Hence
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rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky “ A´B, where A “
"
apk : a P N, 0 ď a ă
n
pk
*
,
and B “
"
apk : a P N, 0 ď a ă
n
pk
, pa, piq “ 1 @ 1 ď i ď r, i ‰ k
*
.
Take n1 “
śr
j“1,j‰k pj and n2 “
n
pkn1
“
n
p1 . . . pr
. For 0 ď m ď n2 ´ 1, let
Pm “ tapk : a P N,mn1 ď a ă pm` 1qn1, pa, n1q “ 1u. Trivially Pl X Pm “ H for
l ‰ m and
(2) A “
n2´1ď
m“0
Pm
Observe that apk P Pm if and only if pa ´mn1qpk P P0. Thus |Pm| “ |P0| for all
0 ď m ď n2 ´ 1. Further, |P0| “ |tapk : a P N, 0 ď a ă n1, pa, n1q “ 1u| “ φpn1q.
So for all 0 ď m ď n2 ´ 1,
(3) |Pm| “ φpn1q.
From (2) and (3), we have
|B| “
n2ÿ
m“0
|Pm| “ n2φpn1q “
n
pk
rź
i“1
i‰k
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
“ pαk´1k φ
ˆ
n
pαkk
˙
As |A| “
n
pk
and B Ď A, we finally have
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ “ |A| ´ |B| “ n
pk
´ pαk´1k φ
ˆ
n
pαkk
˙
.
Now we prove (1).
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rď
i“1
i‰j
xpipjy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ rď
i“1
i‰k
xpipky
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ “ n
pj
´ p
αj´1
j φ
˜
n
p
αj
j
¸
´
"
n
pk
´ pαk´1k φ
ˆ
n
pαkk
˙*
“
n
pj
´
n
pj
rź
i“1
i‰j
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
´
$’&’% npk ´ npk
rź
i“1
i‰k
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙,/./-
“
n
pjpk
»—–pk ´ pk rź
i“1
i‰j
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
´
$’&’%pj ´ pj
rź
i“1
i‰k
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙,/./-
fiffifl
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“
n
pjpk
$’&’%pk ´ pj ´ tpk ´ 1´ ppj ´ 1qu
rź
i“1
i‰j,k
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙,/./-
“
nppk ´ pjq
pjpk
$’&’%1´
rź
i“1
i‰j,k
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙,/./- ě 0

In the following theorem we shall give an upper bound for the connectivity of
power graphs of cyclic groups. This generalizes Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, and
covers all other cases.
Theorem 2.13. If n “ pα1
1
pα2
2
. . . pαrr , where r ě 2, p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are primes
and αj P N for 1 ď j ď r, then
(4) κpGpZnqq ď φpnq `
n
pr
´ pαr´1r φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
.
Proof. If n is a product of two primes, the inequality follows from Proposition 2.4.
Now suppose n is not a product of two primes. By Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 2.12,
we have
κprGpZnqq ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r´1ď
i“1
xpipry
˚
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ npr ´ pαr´1r φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
´ 1.
Hence, the result follows from Lemma 2.3(ii). 
Remark 2.14. The upper bound given in Theorem 2.13 is tight. In fact, through
Theorem 2.27 and Theorem 2.29 we will prove that the equality of (4) holds if n
has exactly two prime factors or n is a product of three distinct primes.
For n P Z, we now investigate some other minimal separating sets of GpZnq and
obtain alternative upper bound for κpGpZnqq. We will also ascertain the conditions
on n for which the alternative bound is an improvement to that of Theorem 2.13.
Let Γ be a simple graph and x P V pΓq. Then the neighbourhood Npxq of x is the
set of all vertices which are adjacent to x. More generally, the neighbourhood NpAq
of a set A Ă V pΓq is the set of all vertices which are adjacent to some element of
A, but do not belong to A, i.e., NpAq “
Ť
xPANpxq ´A.
Remark 2.15. For any group G and x P G, Npxq “ Nprxsq Y prxs ´ txuq in GpGq.
Notice that for any a P rZn, we have SpZnq Ď Npaq and SpZnq Ď Nprasq. We
denote rNpaq “ Npaq ´ SpZnq and rNprasq “ Nprasq ´ SpZnq.
Lemma 2.16. Let G be a finite group and x P G. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Npxq is a separating set of GpGq.
(ii) Nprxsq is a separating set of GpGq.
(iii) There exists some y P G such that x is not adjacent to y.
Proof. Observe that GpGq ´Npxq is disconnected if and only if there exists y P G,
such that x is not adjacent to y. Hence (i) and (iii) are equivalent.
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We now prove that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Let Nprxsq be a separating set
of GpGq. So GpGq ´Nprxsq has at least two components and rxs being a clique, it
is in one of the components. Thus in GpGq ´Nprxsq there exists y R rxs such that
there is no path from x to y. So in particular, x is not adjacent to y.
Conversely, let x is not adjacent to some y in GpGq. Then y R rxs and by
Lemma 2.8, y is not adjacent to any element of rxs, so that y R Nprxsq. Thus y P
V pGpGq´Nprxsqq and there is no path from any element of rxs to y in GpGq´Nprxsq.
Hence (ii) follows. 
Remark 2.17. If a is a generator or the identity element of Zn, then Npaq and
Nprasq are not separating sets of GpZnq.
Lemma 2.18. Let G be a finite group and x P G with opxq ě 3. Then Npxq is not
a minimal separating set of GpGq.
Proof. Since opxq ě 3, we have |rxs| “ φpopxqq ě 2. So there exists y P rxs ´ txu,
and hence y P Npxq X rxs. Further rxs Ć Npxq, thus by Theorem 2.10, Npxq is not
a minimal separating set of GpGq. 
Remark 2.19. If G is a finite group with x P G and opxq “ 1, then Npxq “
Npeq “ G´ teu; which is not a separating set of GpGq. In case opxq “ 2, note that
Npxq “ Nprxsq.
In view of Lemma 2.18 and Remark 2.19 we shall now focus on neighbourhoods
of «-classes and study the connectivity power graphs.
Lemma 2.20. Let n P N be neither a prime power nor a product of two distinct
primes. Then for every a P rZn, rNprasq is a separating set of rGpZnq.
Proof. From Lemma 2.16, Nprasq is a separating set of GpZnq. Thus, as each ele-
ment of SpZnq is adjacent to all other elements of GpZnq, the proof follows. 
The following observation will be useful in Theorem 2.22.
Remark 2.21. For n P N, a P rZn and b “ pa, nq, the following holds in GpZnq:
(5) rN prasq “ ď
c|b
1ăcăb
rscs Y ď
b|d,d|n
bădăn
rsds
Theorem 2.22. If n P N is not a product of two primes and n “ pα1
1
pα2
2
. . . pαrr ,
where r ě 2, p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are primes and αi P N for all 1 ď i ď r. Then for
any 1 ď k ď r, the following statements hold:
(i) rN ´”pαkk ı¯ is a minimal separating set of rGpZnq.
(ii) If αk ą 1 and 1 ď βk ă αk, rN ˆ„pβkk ˙ is not a minimal separating set ofrGpZnq.
Proof. (i) We denote S “ rN ´”pαkk ı¯ and Γ “ rGpZnq ´ S. By Lemma 2.20, S is a
separating set of rGpZnq. Then Γ is disconnected and V pΓq “ ”pαkk ıY ď
a|n,1ăaăn
p
αk
k
­ |a,a­ |p
αk
k
ras.
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Let C1 “
”
pαkk
ı
and C2 “
ď
a|n,1ăaăn,
p
αk
k
­ |a,a­ |p
αk
k
ras. Then the subgraph induced by C1 is
complete and hence connected in Γ. Notice that pi P C2 for all 1 ď i ď r, i ‰ k and
every other b P C2 is adjacent to some pj for 1 ď j ď r, j ‰ k in Γ. Moreover, if
pi, pj P C2 and i ‰ j, then both are adjacent to pipj P C2 in Γ. Thus the subgraph
of Γ induced by C2 is also connected. So Γ consists of exactly two components: the
subgraphs induced by C1 and C2. Thus to show that S is a minimal separating set
of rGpZnq, it is enough to show that every element of S is adjacent to some element
of C1 and some element of C2.
Let c P S. Notice that every element of C1 is adjacent to c. We next show that
c is adjacent to some element of C2. Let d “ pc, nq, so that
“
d
‰
“ rcs and d P S. So
by Lemma 2.8, it is enough to show that d is adjacent to some element of C2.
Since d is adjacent to pαkk , either p
αk
k
ˇˇ
d or d
ˇˇ
pαkk . Then, because both d and
pαkk are factors of n, we have p
αk
k |d or d|p
αk
k . Let p
αk
k |d, so that d “ ap
αk
k for some
integer a. If gcd
ˆ
a,
n
pαkk
˙
“ 1, then
“
d
‰
“
”
pαkk
ı
; which is a contradiction. Thus,
as
n
pαkk
“
rś
i“1,i‰k
pαii , there exists 1 ď l ď r, l ‰ k such that pl|a. Then pl|a and
hence pl|d. So d is adjacent to pl, and pl P C2. Now let d|p
αk
k . Then d “ p
β
k for some
1 ď β ă αj . So d is adjacent to p
β
kpm for any 1 ď m ď r,m ‰ k and p
β
kpm P C2.
This completes the proof.
(ii) Observe that
”
pαkk
ı
Ď rN ´”pβkk ı¯, and by (5), we can write
(6) N
´”
pαkk
ı¯
Ď rN ´”pβkk ı¯Y ”pβkk ı
Then rN ´”pβkk ı¯´”pαkk ı is a separating set of rGpZnq, because each element of ”pβkk ı
is adjacent to every element of
”
pαkk
ı
, and by (6), no element of
”
pαkk
ı
Y
”
p
βk
k
ı
is
adjacent any other element of rGpZnq ´ ! rN ´”pβkk ı¯ ´ ”pαkk ı). Hence rN ´”pβkk ı¯ is
not a minimal separating set of rGpZnq. 
The next result shows that minimal separating sets of GpZnq obtained in Theorem 2.11
and Theorem 2.22 are same when the largest prime dividing n has power one.
Corollary 2.23. Let n P N is not a product of two primes and n “ pα1
1
. . . p
αr´1
r´1 pr,
where r ě 2, p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are primes and αi P N for 1 ď i ď r. ThenrNprprsq “ Ťr´1i“1 xpipry˚.
Proof.rN prprsq “ xpry˚ ´ rprs
“ xpry
˚
´
 
apr | 1 ď a ă p
α1
1
. . . p
αr´1
r´1 , gcdpa, p
α1
1
. . . p
αr´1
r´1 q “ 1
(
“
r´1ď
i“1
xpipry
˚

We now provide an upper bound for κpGpZnqq in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.24. Suppose n is not a product of two primes and n “ pα1
1
pα2
2
. . . pαrr ,
where r ě 2, p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are primes and αi P N for 1 ď i ď r, then
κpGpZnqq ď ξ2pnq :“ φpnq `
n
pαrr
` φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
ppαr´1r ´ 2q.
Proof. From Theorem 2.22(i), κprGpZnqq ď ˇˇˇ rN ´”pαrr ı¯ˇˇˇ.
ˇˇˇ rN ´”pαrr ı¯ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇApαrr E˚ ˇˇˇˇ´ ˇˇˇ”pαrr ıˇˇˇ` αrÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ”
p
j
r
ıˇˇˇ
´
ˇˇˇ”
pαrr
ıˇˇˇ
“
n
pαrr
´ 1´ φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
`
αrÿ
j“1
φ
ˆ
n
p
j
r
˙
´ φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
“
n
pαrr
´ 1` φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙ αrÿ
j“1
φ
`
pαr´jr
˘
´ 2φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
“
n
pαrr
` ppαr´1r ´ 2qφ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
´ 1
Thus by Lemma 2.3(ii), κpGpZnqq ď ξ2pnq. 
We denote the upper bound obtained in Theorem 2.13 by
(7) ξ1pnq “ φpnq `
n
pr
´ pαr´1r φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
and compare ξ1pnq with ξ2pnq in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.25. Suppose n is not a product of two primes and n “ pα1
1
pα2
2
. . . pαrr ,
where r ě 2, p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pr are primes and αi P N.
(i) ξ2pnq “ ξ1pnq if and only if αr “ 1, or r “ 2 and p1 “ 2.
(ii) ξ2pnq ă ξ1pnq if and only if αr ě 2 and
r´1ś
i“1
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
ă
1
2
.
(iii) ξ2pnq ą ξ1pnq if and only if αr ě 2 and
r´1ś
i“1
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
ą
1
2
.
Proof. Note that
ξ2pnq ´ ξ1pnq “
n
pαrr
` ppαr´1r ´ 2qφ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
´
"
n
pr
´ pαr´1r φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙*
“
`
1´ pαr´1r
˘ n
pαrr
` 2ppαr´1r ´ 1qφ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
“ ppαr´1r ´ 1q
"
2φ
ˆ
n
pαrr
˙
´
n
pαrr
*
“ ppαr´1r ´ 1q
n
pαrr
#
2
r´1ź
i“1
ˆ
1´
1
pi
˙
´ 1
+
(8)
The right hand side of (8) equals 0 if and only if αr “ 1, or
(9) 2
r´1ź
i“1
ˆ
pi ´ 1
pi
˙
“ 1
We show that (9) holds if and only if if r “ 2 and p1 “ 2.
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If p1 ą 2, then 2
r´1ś
i“1
pi ´ 1 is even and 2
r´1ś
i“1
pi is odd. So (9) does not hold.
Now, let p1 “ 2. Then, if r ą 2, 2
r´1ś
i“1
ˆ
pi ´ 1
pi
˙
“
r´1ś
i“2
ˆ
pi ´ 1
pi
˙
‰ 1, since the
numerator is even and denominator is odd. So we must have r “ 2. Conversely, if
r “ 2 and p1 “ 2, then (9) holds. Therefore, (i) holds.
Since pαr´1r ´ 1 ą 0 if and only if αr ě 2, (ii) and (iii) follow from (8). 
We now state the principle of well-founded induction (cf. [17, Theorem 6.10])
which we use in Theorem 2.27. An irreflexive and transitive binary relation ă over
a set A is called well-founded if it satisfies the property that for every non-empty
subset B Ď A, there exists x0 P B such that there is no x P B with x ă x0.
Principle of well-founded induction. Let ă be a well-founded relation on a set
A and let P be a property defined on elements of A. Then P holds for all elements
of A if and only if the following holds: given any a P A, if P holds for all b P A with
b ă a, then P holds for a.
Remark 2.26. The lexicographic order ă on NˆN, defined by pa1, b1q ă pa2, b2q if
a1 ă a2, or a1 “ a2 and b1 ă b2,
is a well-founded relation.
Theorem 2.27. If n “ pαqβ, where p, q are distinct primes and α, β P N, then
(10) κpGpZnqq “ φpnq ` p
α´1qβ´1.
In fact, for n ‰ pq, xpqy˚ is a minimum separating set of rGpZnq.
Proof. We consider the lexicographic order ă on NˆN, and prove by applying the
principle of well-founded induction that (10) holds for all pα, βq P NˆN. Note that,
as n is not a prime power, GpZnq and hence rGpZnq are not complete graphs.
By [9, Theorem 3], κpGpZpqqq “ φpnq ` 1, hence the statement holds true for
pα, βq “ p1, 1q.
Now take pα, βq P N ˆ N such that p1, 1q ă pα, βq. Suppose that (10) holds
for all pa, bq ă pα, βq. Then n ‰ pq and hence by Proposition 2.4, Γ :“ rGpZnq is
connected. Further, by Theorem 2.11, xpqy˚ is a minimal separating set of Γ. We
show that xpqy˚ is a minimum separating set of Γ.
Let T be a minimal separating set of Γ. We show that |xpqy
˚
| ď |T |. If xpqy
˚
Ď T ,
we are done. So let xpqy˚ Ć T . Then there exists an element a P xpqy˚ such that
a R T . Let Γ1 “ GZnpxpy
˚q and Γ2 “ GZnpxqy
˚q. Then observe that Γ “ Γ1 Y Γ2,
and hence Γ´T “ pΓ1´T qYpΓ2´T q. Further, a P V pΓ1´T qXV pΓ2´T q. Hence
as Γ´ T is disconnected, at least one of Γ1 ´ T or Γ2 ´ T is disconnected.
Case 1: Let Γ1 ´ T be disconnected. If α “ 1, then |xpy| “ q
β and hence Γ1 is a
complete graph. So Γ1 ´ T cannot be disconnected. So α ě 2. Then,
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|T | ´ |xpqy
˚
| ě κpΓ1q ´ |xpqy
˚
|
“ κpGZnpxpy
˚qq ´ |xpqy
˚
|
“ κpGpxpyq ´ 0q ´ |xpqy
˚
|
“ κpGpxpyqq ´ 1´ p|xpqy| ´ 1q p by Remark 2.1q
“ κpGpZpα´1qβ qq ´ |xpqy|
“ φppα´1qβq ` pα´2qβ´1 ´
`
pα´1qβ´1
˘
(by induction hypothesis)
“ pα´2qβ´1pp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ` pα´2qβ´1 ´ pα´1qβ´1
“ pα´2qβ´1tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ` 1´ pu
“ pα´2qβ´1pp´ 1qpq ´ 2q ě 0.(11)
Case 2: Let Γ2 ´ T be disconnected. Proceeding as in Case 1, we have β ě 2, and
|T | ´ |xpqy
˚
| ě κpΓ2q ´ |xpqy
˚
|
“ κpGZnpxqy
˚qq ´ |xpqy
˚
|
“ pα´1qβ´2tpp´ 1qpq ´ 1q ` 1´ qu
ě pα´1qβ´2tpq ´ 1q ` 1´ qu “ 0.(12)
So for p1, 1q ă pα, βq, xpqy˚ is a minimum separating set of rGpZnq and hence
κpGpZnqq “ φpnq`p
α´1qβ´1. Therefore by the principle of well-founded induction,
(10) holds for all pα, βq P Nˆ N. 
The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.27.
Corollary 2.28. If G is a cyclic group of order n “ 2αpβ, where p is an odd prime
and α, β P N, then κpGpGqq “
n
2
.
Proof.
κpGpGqq “ φpnq ` 2α´1pβ´1
“ 2α´1pβ´1p2´ 1qpp´ 1q ` 2α´1pβ´1 “ 2α´1pβ “
n
2
.

We now obtain the connectivity of GpZpqrq in the following result.
Theorem 2.29. If n “ pqr, where p ă q ă r are primes, then rprs Y rqrs is a
minimum separating set of rGpZnq. Consequently,
κpGpZnqq “ φpnq ` p` q ´ 1.
Proof. Notice that the equivalence classes of rZn with respect to « are precisely:
rps, rqs, rrs, rpqs, rprs and rqrs. Construct a graph in which the equivalence classes
are vertices and two classes ras and
“
b
‰
are adjacent if each element ras is adjacent
to every element of
“
b
‰
in rGpZnq. Thus the graph will be as shown in Figure 1.
It is evident from Figure 1 that deletion of any one «-class does not discon-
nect rGpZnq. However, deletion of any two «-classes that are not adjacent in
Figure 1 disconnects rGpZnq. Hence by Theorem 2.10, a minimal separating set
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rps
rprsrpqs
rqrs
rrsrqs
Figure 1. rGpZpqrq
of rGpZnq is precisely the union of any two non-adjacent «-classes in Figure 1.
Now by Lemma 2.6(ii), note that | rps | “ pq ´ 1qpr ´ 1q, | rqs | “ pp ´ 1qpr ´ 1q,
| rrs | “ pp´ 1qpr ´ 1q, | rpqs | “ r ´ 1, | rprs | “ q ´ 1 and | rqrs | “ p´ 1, and hence
we have the following inequalities:
| rps | ą | rqs | ą | rrs |, | rpqs | ą | rprs | ą | rqrs |, | rrs | ą | rprs |
Consequently, rprs Y rqrs is of minimum cardinality among the non-adjacent
pairs of classes so that rprs Y rqrs is a minimum separating set of rGpZnq. Since
|rprs Y rqrs| “ p` q ´ 2, by Lemma 2.3(ii), κpGpZnqq “ φpnq ` p` q ´ 1. 
3. Components of proper power graphs of p-groups
Throughout this section, p denotes a prime number. A p-group is a finite group
whose order is some power of p. In this section, we study the components of proper
power graphs of p-groups.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a p-group and x P G˚ has order p. Then x is adjacent
to every other vertex of the component of proper power graph G˚pGq that contains
x.
Proof. Let C be the component of G˚pGq that contains x. Consider y P V pCq,
y ‰ x. We show that x is adjacent to y. Note that there exists at least one
x, y-path in G˚pGq; say x “ x0, x1, . . . , xm “ y. We claim that for all 1 ď i ď m,
(13) x P xxiy.
As x and x1 are adjacent, either x P xx1y or x1 P xxy. If x P xx1y, then (13)
holds for i “ 1. Now let x1 P xxy. Since opxq “ p, we have xxy “ xx1y. So, again
(13) holds for i “ 1.
Suppose x P xxky for some 1 ď k ď m ´ 1. We show that x P xxk`1y. From
adjacency of xk and xk`1, we have xk P xxk`1y or xk`1 P xxky. If xk P xxk`1y, we
get x P xxk`1y, by induction hypothesis. Thus (13) holds for i “ k ` 1.
Now take xk`1 P xxky. Then xk`1 “ x
ck`1p
αk`1
k for some ck`1 P N, pck`1, pq “ 1
and αk`1 P NY t0u. Hence
(14) xxk`1y “
A
x
p
αk`1
k
E
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If αk`1 “ 0, then xxk`1y “ xxky. So x P xxk`1y follows from induction hypoth-
esis.
Now let αk`1 ą 0. As x P xxky, x “ x
ckp
αk
k for some ck P N, pck, pq “ 1 and
αk P N Y t0u. Hence xxy “ xx
pαk
k y. If αk “ 0, then xxy “ xxky. This along
with (14) imply that xxk`1y “ xx
p
αk`1
y. Because opxq “ p and αk`1 ą 0, we
get xxk`1y “ xey; which is a contradiction. Thus αk ą 0. Since opxq “ p and
xxy “ xxp
αk
k y, we get opxkq “ p
αk`1. Moreover, if opxk`1q “ p
β, from (14) we
get opxkq “ p
αk`1`β . Hence, using the fact that β ě 1, we get αk ě αk`1. Then
xxy “ xxp
αk
k y Ď xx
p
αk`1
k y “ xxk`1y, so that x P xxk`1y. Therefore (13) holds for
i “ k ` 1.
So we conclude that x P xxiy for all 1 ď i ď n, and in particular, x P xyy.
Consequently, x is adjacent to y. 
Proposition 3.2. If G is a p-group, then each component of G˚pGq has exactly
p´ 1 elements of order p.
Proof. Let C be a component of G˚pGq. Take x P V pCq. Then opxq “ pγ for some
γ P N. Then w “ xp
γ´1
is an element of order p in V pCq. So C has at least one
vertex of order p. Now let y be an vertex of order p in C. If z (‰ y) is another vertex
of order p in C, by Proposition 3.1, x and y are adjacent. As opyq “ opzq “ p, we
get xyy “ xzy. Since xyy has exactly p´1 elements of order p, the proof follows. 
Using the fact that every finite abelian group is isomorphic to a direct product
of cyclic groups of prime-power order (cf. [16, Theorem 11.1]) and Proposition 3.2
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be an abelian p-group isomorphic to a direct product of r
cyclic groups. Then the number of components of G˚pGq is pr´1 ` pr´2 ` . . .` 1.
Proof. Let G be isomorphic to H :“ H1ˆH2ˆ . . .ˆHr, where H1, H2, . . . , Hr are
cyclic p-groups. Then it is enough to prove the above statement for G˚pHq.
For any 1 ď i ď r, Hi has p´1 elements of order p (cf. [16, Theorem 4.4]), and if
px1, x2, . . . , xrq P H , then oppx1, x2, . . . , xrqq “ lcmpopx1q, opx2q, . . . , opxrqq (cf. [16,
Theorem 8.1]). So H has pr ´ 1 elements of order p. Hence by Proposition 3.2, the
number of components of G˚pHq is p
r´1
p´1 “ p
r´1 ` pr´2 ` . . .` 1. 
Since every finite abelian group is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups
of prime-power order, by Theorem 3.3, proper power graph of a non-cyclic abelian
p-group has more than one component. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. If G is a non-cyclic abelian p-group, then kpGpGqq “ 1.
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